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1. There follows the monthly operational report for Project LIMNOX activities during October 1963.

2. Target Lines - October 1963

There was only one change in target lines during October. 30-62-69 was disconnected on 30 October to provide a free line for use against a LIMNOX target. The number and identity of this target will be provided when the new connection is made.

3. Processing of LIMNOX Information

There was no change in the processing during this reporting period.

4. Exploitation of LIMNOX Information

During this period LIMNOX provided operational data of interest in connection with the visit to Mexico of President Tito of Yugoslavia.

Mex-6953 reported a contact by an English-speaking man with the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City. This was forwarded to Headquarters for further dissemination.

Mex-6951 reported a long distance call from Herb EYNOFF from Los Vegas who claimed to be a student working with the Cuban Embassy in Mexico. Further dissemination was left to Headquarters.

Mex-6615 reported contact between New York Times writer, Herbert MATHES and the Cuban Embassy in Mexico. No investigative action was taken by the Mexico Station.
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5. **Liaison**

There were no significant liaison contacts during this period. OEGZ13 maintained regular contact with LIEAS176 and LIEVEN-2.

6. **Security**

There were no problems during this month.

7. **Technical**

It was necessary to cable Headquarters for four replacement recorders for the use of outside translators which the Station keeps compartmented from Arnold J. ANGEL for security reasons. There were no other problems.

8. **Personnel**

There was no change during this period.

9. **Production**

There is attached a list of reports, cables and dispatches forwarded to Headquarters during this month.
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